The role of the transcription bubble and TFIIB in promoter clearance by RNA polymerase II.
We have studied promoter clearance at a series of RNA polymerase II promoters with varying spacing of the TATA box and start site. We find that regardless of promoter spacing, the upstream edge of the transcription bubble forms 20 bp from TATA. The bubble expands downstream until 18 bases are unwound and the RNA is at least 7 nt long, at which point the upstream approximately 8 bases of the bubble abruptly reanneal (bubble collapse). If either bubble size or transcript length is insufficient, bubble collapse cannot occur. Bubble collapse coincides with the end of the requirement for the TFIIH helicase for efficient transcript elongation. We also provide evidence that bubble collapse suppresses pausing at +7 to +9 caused by the presence of the B finger segment of TFIIB within the complex. Our results indicate that bubble collapse defines the RNA polymerase II promoter clearance transition.